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Delpher’s partners

- Meertens Institute
- University of Utrecht
- University of Amsterdam
- University of Leiden
- University of Groningen

- Over 60 heritage institutions
  - Libraries;
  - Museums;
  - Universities;
  - Archives.
Delpher’s audience

- General public (90%)
- Researchers (10%)
Delpher’s audience

Sessies
1.621.218

Gebruikers
572.563

Paginaweergaven
30.527.962

Pagina's/sessie
18,83

Gem. sessi duur
00:16:57

Bouncepercentage
20,26%

% nieuwe sessies
34,43%
Cooperation at strategic level

- Built with partners
- Advisory board
- Digital Humanities
Interaction with end users

- Monitoring via dashboards
- Usability lab
- Customer panel
- Focus group (professionals)
Initiatives to improve discoverability website

- Lectures
- Participation in events
- Publication of a manual
- Special issue of academic journal
- Symposium on Delpher
Initiatives to improve discoverability Data

- Dataservices
  - Transparant
  - Uniform
  - Persistent
- Researcher in residence
  - Research lab
- Fellow
- Assistance in writing research proposals
Initiatives to improve discoverability Future

- Geographical location
- Integrated acces to regional newspaper platforms
- Login functionality
- Linked Data
Questions?

- www.delpher.nl
- ‏#Delpher
- Maaike.Napolitano@kb.nl